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TOA Presents Integrated Solutions for Safety and Communication at the ISE 2020
At the ISE 2020, TOA will demonstrate its integrated solutions for safety and communication
in public buildings. Expectations towards sound solutions are more complex than voice
alarm, public address and intercom taken individually. Modern approaches in building
safety and acoustics require a sensible combination of all these applications. TOA delivers
this system integration – as per your requirements and with the well-known quality and
longevity of TOA's products.
One of TOA’s key products at the ISE is the VX-3000 – a highly integrated voice alarm system
which is fully EN 54-certified and just recently has been upgraded with a major firmware
upgrade for more flexibility and efficiency. Due to its network-based architecture it can easily
be scaled up to a maximum of 2560 speaker lines and 1280 remote microphones. The already
flexible system is complemented by the VX-3308WM – a compact all-in-one version for small
or remote locations, for example the many floors of a high-rise building.
In cooperation with AviaVox TOA will showcase a state-of-the-art solution for creating
automated and yet human-like sounding announcements at airports. With its unique phoneme
technology AviaVox is able to generate fully natural passenger announcements in a multitude
of languages, which then are distributed by TOA’s voice alarm and public address systems in
the airport’s designated zones – with the speech intelligibility that TOA is known for.
Further product highlights at the ISE 2020 include new wireless conference systems, a visitor
guide system, multi-channel power amplifiers, certified variable line array speakers as well as
intercom and collaboration solutions. Moreover, TOA’s audio and network experts will hold
short presentations about new developments in IP audio technology, airport solutions,
acoustic planning and simulation as well as highly integrated voice alarm and public
address systems throughout the exhibition’s entire duration to inform customers and
interested visitors.
The highly integrated systems and solutions by TOA cover a wide range of applications, from
solutions for restaurants and retail to large building complexes such as industrial plants and
airports. See for yourself at the ISE 2020 at booth N200, hall 7.
More information:

https://www.toa.eu/ise-2020/
https://www.toa.eu
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Interviews during ISE 2020
You want to get to know TOA's products and services in person? We would be happy to
organize an interview with our CEO, product management or marketing team during the ISE
2020 in Amsterdam.
Vivian Wille, Marketing Coordinator · +49 40 25171942 · vwille@toa-eu.com
About TOA Electronics Europe
Founded in 1934 in the Japanese city of Kobe, the TOA Corporation draws upon more than
80 years of experience in research developing and selling of professional audio and security
technology. Starting with the first transistor megaphone, TOA became a globally operating
company and now sells voice evacuation systems and acoustic solutions in over 120
countries. TOA Electronics Europe GmbH is the European subsidiary of the TOA Corporation
and responsible for the business operations in the EMEA markets.
“We supply sound, not equipment”. TOA provides professional audio solutions for all kinds of
applications – e.g. schools, concert halls, shopping malls, airports and stadiums.
The TOA product range includes:
-

Voice Evacuation Systems and certified loudspeakers

-

Intercom Systems

-

Speakers

-

ProSound Systems

-

Wireless Microphone Systems

-

Conference Systems
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